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Dinosaurs

Rub-a-Dub Dinosaurs
Materials books with pictures of dinosaurs

coloring pages featuring large simple outlines of dinosaurs

textured items (plastic berry basket, corrugated cardboard, sandpaper with 

assorted grades, cheese greater, colander, piece of screen, piece of bark)

crayons

What to do 1.  Ask the children what dinosaurs looked like. Talk about fossils and how

scientists use them to gain information about dinosaurs. Explain that skin

does not usually become petrified; fossils are most commonly the hard parts

of dinosaur bodies (claws, teeth, plates, shells, and bones). Therefore,

scientists do not know the actual colors or skin textures of most dinosaurs.

Artists use their own ideas when they illustrate them. Show the children

some examples from books.

2.  Encourage children to use textured objects and crayons to make rubbings

on coloring pages of dinosaurs to create skin textures and colors.

Demonstrate how to make different rubbings on different body parts or how

to layer colors on one dinosaur.

Related books Dinosaur Days by Joyce Milton

Dinosaur Roar by Paul and Henrietta Strickland

I Can Read About Dinosaurs by John Howard

Saturday Night at the Dinosaur Stomp by Carol Diggory Shields

Ten Terrible Dinosaurs by Paul Strickland

w Sandra Gratias, Perkasie, PA

Ten Little Dinosaurs
Materials none

What to do 1.  Sing the following dinosaur song with the children in the dinosaur center.

2.  If desired, have ten children line up and pretend to be the dinosaurs in the

song. They stand as the numbers are counted, jump together, and then sit as

the numbers are counted down.
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Ten Little Dinosaurs by Diane Weiss

(tune: “Little Red Wagon”)

One little, two little, three little dinosaurs,

Four little, five little, six little dinosaurs,

Seven little, eight little, nine little dinosaurs,

Ten dinosaurs came out to play.

(As you count out dinosaurs, lift one finger for each.)

Jumping up and down went ten little dinosaurs,

Jumping up and down went ten little dinosaurs,

Jumping up and down went ten little dinosaurs,

Making the earth go bump!

(Jump on the word “jump” and clap hands on the word “bump.”)

Ten little, nine little, eight little dinosaurs,

Seven little, six little, five little dinosaurs,

Four little, three, little, two little dinosaurs,

One sad dinosaur left all alone.

(Put fingers down as song directs.)

w Diane Weiss, Fairfax, VA

To Eat or Not to Eat Meat,
That Is the Question

Materials books about dinosaurs

pictures of different dinosaurs

chart paper

markers

glue or tape

What to do 1.  Make several three-column charts with two or more rows than the number

of children and adults in the classroom. (For example, if there are 18 children

and three adults in the class, make at least 23 rows.) Some groups of children

may want to chart only one dinosaur, and others may be interested in

charting more. Choose the number of dinosaurs that is appropriate for your

group of children.


